Citizen Science Q&A: Trail Cameras
Published: November 25, 2019

Through the Citizen Science Association Law & Policy Working Group, the Emmett
Environmental Law & Policy Clinic at Harvard Law School has volunteered to make its students
available to answer questions about relevant laws and policies raised by citizen science projects.
The questions below were submitted through the working group’s question submission form.
The answers below are provided for educational purposes only. Clinic students are not
practicing attorneys. By answering questions, Clinic students are not providing legal advice,
acting as your attorney, or serving as a substitute for the advice of an attorney. Their answers to
submitted questions do not create an attorney-client relationship or a commitment to answer
additional questions. Communications between individuals using the question submission form
and the Clinic’s students are not protected by the attorney-client privilege or work product
doctrine. Readers should contact their attorney to obtain advice with respect to any particular
legal matter.

Question 1: What are the rules, for Massachusetts in particular, regarding collection and
use of automatic trail cameras to count and classify types of users in certain areas (e.g.,
canoe or motor boat, solo or group)?
Answer 1: This issue has at least two main components: (a) the issue of access to property to
install and maintain trail cameras, and (b) the issue of personal privacy and the collection,
storage, and use of images of people.
The issue relating to the installation and maintenance of trail cameras is highly dependent on
who owns the property in question. At the federal level, the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (FWS)
and the National Park Service (NPS) require researchers to obtain permits from the agency
before beginning research on land maintained by that agency. Similarly, at the state level, the
Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation also requires a permit for research.
Installation on municipally-owned or privately-owned land would also require the prior
permission of the landowner.
In terms of the privacy issues associated with taking pictures of people, using trail cameras is
permissible if the images taken do not violate a person’s reasonable expectation of privacy.
People generally do not have a reasonable expectation of privacy when they are on public land or
land with an easement for public use/navigation. Furthermore, existing Massachusetts data
privacy laws likely would not cover the storage and use of images of people when trail cameras
are used for research purposes; thus, these data privacy laws likely do not impose additional
requirements on researchers using trail cameras. If the images are not being used for commercial
purposes, images of people can be collected and stored.
Even if citizen scientists are not constrained by Massachusetts’ data privacy laws in taking
pictures and recording individuals with trail cameras, researchers should consider the public’s
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reaction to being surveilled. Providing signs and notices near the trail cameras and at frequentlyused access points (e.g., boating launches) to make the public aware of the cameras and their
purpose might alleviate potentially adverse responses. One tradeoff, at least for signs near the
cameras themselves, is that identifying the location of the camera could lead to vandalism or
theft of the camera. Researchers may also wish to consider implementing a standardized data
management system to minimize the use of any personal information and images, as well as the
risk of possible data breaches, while maximizing the research value of the images.
We discuss the issues of land ownership and individual privacy rights in more detail in our
answers below.
Question 2: How do you determine the ownership of the land where you wish to place your
research cameras?
Answer 2: A researcher interested in using trail cameras to collect data of trail and/or river usage
should first identify the owner of the land or waterway in question.
Land Ownership
Generally, ownership of land can be determined by reviewing maps or locating the parcel of
property in the state’s registry of deeds. Your state may have much of this information online.
For those citizen scientists particularly focused on research in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, there are multiple tools at your disposal to determine property ownership.
•

Massachusetts Interactive Property Map: The Massachusetts Interactive Property Map is
an online tool developed by the Massachusetts Bureau of Geographic Information to
enable “developers, banks, realtors, businesses, and homeowners to view seamless
property and tax information across the Commonwealth.” 1 While this is a helpful tool to
start, it is not an authoritative source on property boundaries. Best practice is to doublecheck the ownership of the property through the registry of deeds.

•

Registry of Deeds: The authoritative record of property boundaries is recorded at the
registries of deeds. You can search by property owner or street number under the “Search
Criteria” tab once you have selected your county of interest. 2

Waterway Ownership
Waterway ownership is more difficult to identify than land ownership. Under Massachusetts law,
“[t]he owners of land adjoining a fresh water stream or river own to the middle or thread of the
stream.” 3 Thus, if the lands adjacent to the non-navigable, freshwater river are owned by
different parties, each party owns the portions of the river adjacent to their land. 4 However,
ownership of a river does not amount to complete control; control is subject to the state
legislature’s laws, 5 to a public common law right of navigation, 6 and to a public right to have
migratory fish pass up or downstream in spawning season unobstructed. 7
A state keeps in trust all navigable waters within its borders as public property for the use of all
its citizens unless the state legislature grants otherwise. 8 Whether a watercourse is navigable for
the purposes of determining water rights under Massachusetts law depends on whether the tide
2
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ebbs and flows in the waterway. 9 Where a watercourse is found to be subject to tidal influences,
and thus navigable for these purposes, a private owner of lands bordering on the tidal waters
enjoys title to the shore and to the adjacent tidal flats all the way to the low water mark (or one
hundred rods, whichever is less); the state retains title to the submerged lands and soils beneath
the low water mark. 10 Where a river is navigable-in-fact, but the tide does not ebb and flow, the
riparian owner has title to the bed or soil under the river to the middle of the stream, subject to a
public navigational easement and any other public rights protected by state law. 11
In Massachusetts, similar to privately-owned freshwater streams, all privately-owned tidal areas
are subject to the public trust doctrine, meaning that the land lying between the mean high water
and mean low water marks (i.e., tidal flats) are subject to a “reserved easement” in the public,
“whereby all members of the public retain the right to go upon the flats for purposes of fishing,
fowling, and navigation.” 12 Importantly, however, the public has no right to cross, without
permission, the dry land of another for the purpose of gaining access to the water or the flats in
order to exercise public trust rights as doing so constitutes a trespass. 13 Consequently, even if a
waterway is open to the public, you should be careful that you are not crossing private property
to access the watercourse.
Except in limited circumstances, the waters within a national park or refuge will be designated
by statute as part and parcel of the park unit and thus subject to regulation by the managing
federal agency. 14 A managing federal agency will not have control over a body of water within
national park borders only when that waterway is (i) designated as non-public land (e.g., a
navigable watercourse subject to state control) and (ii) the organic statute establishing the park
excludes from the federal agency’s authority all non-public lands and waters within the park’s
borders. 15 In most cases, however, the federal government will have authority over waters within
the boundaries of national parks and refuges.
Question 3: How do you install research cameras on federal land?
Answer 3: To install trail cameras on federal land for research, a special use permit is typically
required. 16 In Massachusetts, the federal government owns land through either the NPS or
FWS. 17 For example, NPS controls Blackstone River Valley National Historic Park, 18 while
FWS controls the Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge. 19 Each agency has its own procedure
for obtaining a special use permit.
•

National Park Service: For lands owned by NPS, to conduct a scientific study via trail
cameras, one can request a permit through NPS’s Research Permit and Reporting System
(RPRS). 20

•

Fish & Wildlife Service: For lands owned by FWS, one can request a permit by filling
out a Research and Monitoring Special Use Permit Application. 21 For instructions on
how to submit this form, FWS directs people to contact the administrative office of the
refuge where the research and monitoring would take place or to visit its website. 22
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Question 4: How do you install research cameras on state land?
Answer 4: As with federally-controlled land, installing research cameras on state land will likely
require a research permit. For example, Massachusetts’s regulations provide that a special use
permit is required to “[c]onduct research which may damage, disturb or remove any [Department
of Conservation and Recreation (DCR)] property or resource, real, natural, personal, cultural or
historic.” 23 The use of trail cameras would likely fall into this category of research as such
devices are usually installed on trees, carrying a small risk of damaging the tree and disturbing
nearby wildlife. Therefore, in order to place trail cameras on DCR lands, one should apply to the
agency.
These requirements for obtaining a state permit would not apply for a trail camera placed on
federal land to take pictures of a state-controlled river, because there is no risk of damage or
disturbance of any DCR property from the pictures. However, federal permit requirements would
still apply.
•

Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation: Thirty (30) days prior to
starting your research, you should fill out the Research Application provided by DCR and
submit the form to the agency either by mail or online through email to
nancy.putnam@state.ma.us. 24

Question 5: How will individual privacy rights affect the use of trail cameras in research
projects?
Answer 5: The answer to this question depends on the state’s data collection, data use and
storage laws. For the purposes of our answer, we will focus on the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.
Data Collection
Using a trail camera to take pictures of people for the purposes of measuring trail usage likely
does not violate Massachusetts’s privacy statute. In Massachusetts, an individual has “a right
against unreasonable, substantial or serious interference with his privacy.” 25 This right is based
on the idea that a person “may hold close certain manuscripts, private letters, family
photographs, or private conduct which is no business of the public and the publicizing of which
is, therefore, offensive.” 26 The law protects information “of a highly personal or intimate
nature.” 27
If an individual is traveling on public lands, or private lands with a public easement, they likely
do not have a reasonable expectation of privacy, and a picture taken of them without identifying
information likely does not rise to the level of an unreasonable invasion of privacy. 28 A picture
of a person canoeing down a river is similarly not of a sufficiently “personal or intimate nature”
to invoke one’s privacy rights. Accordingly, if a citizen scientist is permitted to be on the land,
and they are taking images of people on public or publicly-accessible lands or waters where
others may witness the subjects’ presence and conduct, then there is arguably no privacy
violation. Citizen scientists should use common sense when determining the appropriate site for
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a trail camera; for example, camping sites, may invoke a greater expectation of privacy than
other areas on public lands.
Data Storage and Use
Existing Massachusetts data privacy laws governing the use of collected data likely do not apply
to trail camera research projects because these laws do not cover photos of individuals absent
other identifying personal information. 29 State regulations define “personal information” as an
individual’s name plus their social security number, driver’s license number, or financial account
number. 30 A photograph would in most cases seem to fall outside this definition, suggesting that
the data management requirements that exist for collected data are inapplicable to trail camera
projects.
Similarly, Massachusetts law prohibits the use of a person’s “name, portrait or picture” within
the Commonwealth “for advertising purposes or for the purposes of trade” without prior written
consent. 31 This law would likely not apply to trail camera research projects as long as the images
are not being used for commercial purposes. 32
One piece of proposed legislation that interested parties should be aware of is Massachusetts
Senate Bill 120 (S.120), “An Act Relative to Consumer Data Privacy.” This act applies to any
for-profit group with annual revenue of $1 million or greater, and establishes privacy rights for
biometric data, which could potentially include trail camera images. 33 Any entity collecting
images that would fall into this category would be subject to its additional protective
requirements, including providing notice to those whose data is collected, and a right to delete
one’s own biometric information. In its current form, however, this bill would not apply to a
non-profit group conducting research with trail cameras.
Use of Research Cameras in Practice
The NPS itself maintains wildlife cameras in some of its parks. The agency explains that these
cameras are necessary “to best protect and conserve park wildlife,” and notes that “park
managers and biologists require information on those species.” 34 The cameras can take different
forms: NPS uses still or video cameras that are motion activated and cameras that record images
at set intervals (e.g., once every minute). NPS acknowledges that its use of these cameras might
make some people uncomfortable. In the Frequently Asked Questions page for the Point Reyes
seashore in California, in response to the question “Do these cameras infringe on anyone’s
privacy rights?” the NPS states:
No. The location of these cameras and the images they are intended to capture all
occur in areas that are considered public. The images are similar to those captured
by someone taking a picture of another person, animal, or other object or scenery
in a public area. 35
The NPS’s response further supports the argument that trail cameras that have been approved by
a state or federal government and placed in areas that are considered public would not violate
anyone’s privacy rights.
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Indeed, citizen scientist groups, in partnership with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and other
federal and state agencies, have been successful in maintaining research cameras on federal lands
in the past. 36
Other Issues to Consider
Even if installing trail cameras does not violate legal privacy rights, one should consider the
public’s reaction to being surveilled. There have been news reports of people finding unmarked
cameras on federal lands and—feeling uneasy about the monitoring—removing them and
contacting law enforcement. 37 Other organizations have noted the potential privacy concerns
involved with the use of cameras: they can generate “fear and anger,” which can lead to “local
opposition to camera[s]” and, because conservation efforts typically depend on local support, can
impede these goals. 38 Additionally, one survey of global researchers using automated wildlife
cameras found that three-quarters of researchers “reported local objections to cameras, either in
the form of complaints or direct interference such as damage or theft.” 39 Any research will be
impeded if people destroy or remove cameras.
To mitigate some of these privacy concerns, researchers can blur the images of people captured
by the cameras, assure the public that the cameras are not used for law enforcement purposes,
and emphasize that the images will not be published or shared. 40 Local involvement in the
project can also help reduce public anxiety. Researchers would likely benefit from placing
notices or signs near the cameras and at frequently used boat/canoe launches nearby that explain
why the cameras are there and provide a phone number that concerned individuals can contact
with questions. Such notice would allay concerns, although notices that identified the location of
a camera could make its theft or destruction more likely.
Finally, researchers should consider adopting data management practices for how collected
images will be stored, processed, and deleted in order to minimize privacy concerns while still
allowing researchers to achieve their goal of monitoring usage rates.

CSA and CSA’s Law & Policy Working Group cannot provide legal advice or any kind of advice,
explanation, opinion, or recommendation about possible legal rights, remedies, defenses,
options, selection of forms or strategies. This site is not intended to create an attorney-client
relationship, and by using the linked form no attorney-client relationship will be created. Clinic
students are not practicing attorneys. By answering questions, Clinic students are not providing
legal advice, acting as your attorney, or serving as a substitute for the advice of an attorney.
Their answers to submitted questions do not create an attorney-client relationship or a
commitment to answer additional questions. Communications between you and the Clinic’s
students are not protected by the attorney-client privilege or work product doctrine.
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